Marie Huxtable
Jack Whitehead
Robyn Pound
Arianna Briganti
Alongsideness, health Academic, practitioner Passion-led learning
Sustainable development
educational research
visiting provision

Pip Bruce Ferguson
Staﬀ development

Jackie Delong
Practitioner-researcher

Members of the SKYPE
Sonia Hutchison
Sustainable leadership

Living Theory research support
groups, are based in various countries,

Swaroop Rawal
Teacher education,
drama

cultures and fields of practice. As well as
Living Theory research we each have a variety
of commitments and interests. What we have in
Per Jensen
Growth mindset, teacher
training

common is a commitment to doing what we

Sadruddin Qutoshi
Educator & educational
researcher

can to contribute to the flourishing of humanity
and spreading the educational influence of
Living Theory research as a social
movement.

Surrinder
Sandham-Bains
Caring, health visiting
CPD

Teri Young
Teacher education

Mongolian Research gp
Univ. of Cumbria Living
Theory Research gp.

democratization through
education

...doctoral researchers &
supervisors researching their
diverse practice

Caitriona McDonagh
Teacher Education

Bruce Damons
Community
development

Liz Campbell
Teacher, educational
researcher

Joy Mounter
Teacher educator,
educational researcher

Judy McBride
Arts-based methods,
enquiring together

SKYPE Living Theory research support group!

EJOLTS - Educational
Journal Of Living Theories

Revolution dressed Up
as Gardening

...an international journal and
community of Living Theory
researchers

...activists developing
permacultural responses to
improve the quality of life of
communities around the world

There are two groups, one for post-doc researchers and the other for pre-doc researchers.
We share our research and provide a safe, critical, supportive context to help each other
researching educational practice to improve it and create valid accounts of living-educationaltheories. The Skype meetings are weekly and last between 30 and 60 minutes.

SKYPE Living Theory research
support groups ...an
international online community
developing and supporting
research and researchers
For more information contact jack@actionresearch.net and visit
http://www.actionresearch.net

Bluewater Action
Research Network

...a Canadian community of
educators researching HE and
school-based practice

Educational Action
Researchers
Ireland ...a developing
network of educators
in Ireland

Living-posters
homepage

William House
Robyn Pound
Alongsideness, health
visiting provision
Jack Whitehead
Academic & practitioner
educational research

Community action,
holistic medicine

Chris Jones
Empowering leadership,
inclusion

Living Theory researchers and networks developing educational
knowledge, theory, practice and opportunities that contribute to the
flourishing of humanity.

Nigel Harrisson
Authentic leadership, school
practice

CONVERSATION
CAFE
The Conversation Cafe research support group has
been meeting early in the morning weekly for many

Lynn Spurrell
Coaching, change
management

years at venues in and around Bath, UK. Members
Marie Huxtable
Passion-led learning

have joined, left and returned as their personal and
work circumstances have changed. Whoever has
been part of these conversations have helped to
create a consistently vibrant, convivial, and energising

Sonia Hutchison
Sustainable leadership

space for sharing and supporting our individual and

You can access some individual living-posters directly and others from the group/network pages. Dip

collective eﬀorts to contribute to the flourishing of
humanity by researching our practice to improve it and
Andrew Henon
Socially engaged art

oﬀer valid accounts of our explanations of our
educational influence in our own learning, the learning
of others and the learning of the social formations we

Kate Kemp
Listening, loving,
laughing, living

are part of (our living-educational-theories)

Shelagh Hetreed
Scarred identities,
marginalised communities
Joao Roe
Children with sensory
impairment

Deborah Jane Love,
justice, lifelong
learning

Surrinder
Sandham-Bains
Carer, health visiting,
CPD

in to find practitioner-researchers to share thoughts and values-based research with.

Adlerian SKYPE
group

HOW to CREATE and SHARE your LIVING-POSTER...

Adlerian Living Theory
researchers researching
their practice together

Rachel Brugess wellbeing
into elderhood

Members of the Conversation
Cafe research group, some of whom you can see above,
share a common passion to contribute to the flourishing of humanity
through researching our practice to improve it, making public valid accounts of
our living-theories and spreading knowledge of the transformational and life-aﬃrming
and life-enhancing possibilities Living Theory research oﬀers.

Conversation Cafe

...a community supporting
developing practice in
diverse fields meeting in
and around Bath, UK, with
occasional SKYPE visitors

Geitza Rebolledo
Thinking, collaboration,
pregraduate

Space for you to join
us and help us
connect

Lisa Buddrus
Scientist and
educational
researcher

John Reeves &
Danielle Vass
Creative educational
computing

Noriyuki Inoue nonWestern epistemology

Linda Vargas
Dance, social
transformations

Make a Move
Research Group
promoting positive
mental health

Back to Jack's
website
Ann Mannen &
Jacqueline Rietveld
HE, Educational
researchers

Lee Scott
Artist, teacher, social
being

Florence Dujardin
Virtual ecologies,
pedagogical design

Paul Shepherd
Academic, researcher &
communicator

Delysia Timm
Spiritual learning

Melita Bognar
Citizenship,
classroom pracfice

Lesley Wood
Psycho-social
wellness

Roya Pugh
Living dialogue

Access from http://www.actionresearch.net/
contact jack@actionresearch.net to add your living-poster

